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The region of Gervėčiai is located about 60 km from Vilnius — 

it is the largest Lithuanian “island” in Belarus. For the people 

living here, the 8 villages that speak Lithuanian are the only 

Lithuania, although this Lithuania ends close by — just over 

the marches, the hill, the woods. The Belarusian villagers 

would call these Lithuanian villages Litva. Belarusian brides, 

who would by marriage come to these villages, used to say 

that they had come to Lithuania...

Archaeological material — excavations of burial mounds 
th th— allows us to believe that in the 7 –12  c. these lands had per-

manent settlers that cremated their dead, just like the whole 

Eastern Baltic habitat. Here, the ancestors of the Lithuanians 

lived — the Baltic tribes.

It is believed that the Lithuanian “islands” in Belarus 
thformed in the 16  c. In written sources it was recorded that in 

1511 the Bishop of Vilnius, Jan, (son of the ruler of the Grand 

Duchy of Lithuania, Sigismund the Old), signed these lands 

over to the Vilnius bishopric; later, during the times of Tsarist 

Russia, they belonged to the province of Vilnius, and, in the 
thearly 20  c. — to the municipality of Vilnius.

thThe history of the region of Gervėčiai in the 20  c. is com-

plicated, full of historical revolutions. Until the First World 

War the region of Gervėčiai included the districts of Vilnius 

and Ašmena. An important, but barely remembered date is 12 

July 1920, when, according to a peace treaty between 

Lithuania and Soviet Russia, this land, inhabited by 
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Lithuanian Catholics, was left to ethnographic Lithuania. The 

villages of Gervėčiai in 1920, just like the rest of the region, 

were occupied by Poland and until 1939 were prie Polsčiaus — 

under Polish rule. 

Marija Mažeikienė (b. 1923), guardian of Gervėčiai 

historical and cultural memory, described, in an incredibly 

imaginative manner, this stage in history: 

The Gervėčiai region is in Belarus, it is an old land of Lithuania, 

and although Lithuanian dzūkai have been living here since the 

times of Vytautas, this region is ruled by foreigners. For long years it 

was under Russian rule, after the First World War until 1939 the 

Poles had control. They really tried to “Polify” this region. All the 

last names were “Polified”, people had to register their nationality as 

Polish and whoever refused was registered without a nationality. 

Such people had no rights — they couldn't even buy land. When 

people used to have more, they used to live better; there were a lot of 

rich ones and even more poor people.

There used to be Lithuanian schools and libraries. In schools 

children could still learn in their native Lithuanian language, but in 

1932 all of the Lithuanian schools were closed and a few years later, 

in 1934, all the libraries and everything else that was Lithuanian 

closed as well. Only Polish was taught at schools. I had completed 

two classes at a Lithuanian school. When I went to first class again to 

learn Polish, I couldn't understand anything: neither what the 

teacher was saying, nor the homework.

In 1939, when the region of Vilnius became part of Lithuania, 

Gervėčiai remained in the territory of the neighbouring 

country — Belarus. 

In 1939, when the Soviet army occupied our lands, several dozen 

Lithuanian villages barely managed to remain here. Russians began 

to found their own Russian schools; Lithuanians wrote requests for 

schools to allow also Lithuanian-language lessons. “If you want to 

learn in Lithuanian — go to Lithuania.”

In the spring of 1940 they started registering those who wanted to 

leave, even though we didn't know if we would be accepted in 

Lithuania or not. Almost everyone registered, in almost every 

courtyard there stood a large chest for people to put in everything 

they owned and we waited for the day when we would be allowed to 

leave. 

At that time the Soviet Union was preparing a vote and soldiers 

were sent here. One of them told the person, whose home they were 

staying at: “Dear people, don't believe Stalin's lies. They won't take 

you to Lithuania, and if they do take you somewhere then it will only 

be to Siberia.” People told each other this and most refused to go 

while others, not believing this talk, still waited.

Finally, one night in June, we heard a terrible roaring — it was 

Soviet tanks going towards Vilnius. There were so many, they drove 

by all night without stopping, ruined the road. The road had been 

made from small stones, so the tanks had overturned every single 

pebble, it was impossible to not only drive on, but walk on; it took a 

lot of time to fix the road. 



After a while we learned that the Soviet Army has occupied 

Lithuania — that was where the tanks had gone. And that's how we 

were never taken anywhere.

With the start of the Second World War, the region of 

Gervėčiai was occupied by the Germans. During the German 

period, in this region Lithuanian schools once again began 

operating; even a Lithuanian pro-gymnasium was founded in 

Gervėčiai. 

Unfortunately, after the war, life changed rapidly:

We were able to breathe easier, because with the Germans a 

Lithuanian school was founded and a Lithuanian priest, named 

Gilys, came to the Gervėčiai church. He brought with him a rather 

large collection of Lithuanian books, so young people used to go 

borrow, and read those books.

Service at church was held not only in Polish, but in Lithuanian 

as well. Lithuanian songs were heard everywhere — we were 

practically reborn, like the earth after winter, but this didn't last 

long, because the Soviets  came in from the east again, like a storm, 

with all its troubles and disasters. It brought with it drinking, 

discord and hard life, everyone was forced into the collective farms, 

everything was taken away from the people — land, horses, barns 

and granaries. Eventually even the children were taken away — 

some left to earn money, other went to the cities, families grew 

smaller. Only elderly people and pensioners remained in the villages, 

while there were almost no more young people. 

We, Lithuanians, wanted our children to go to Vilnius to learn 

Lithuanian, but it was very difficult to get permission. Nevertheless, 

the Lithuanians of the region of Gervėčiai in all sorts of ways tried to 

bring their children to Lithuania to study. 

Almost no one ever returned of those who left to study. When they 

would return, they saw how difficult it was for their parents in the 

collective farm. It was very hard at first: we would be paid in grain — 

200 grams for a day of work... Later they would pay us with money, 

but the amount was so small — 30 roubles per month, sometimes 

even less. In every way we could we ran from the collective farms, 

this is how the village was left without people and working hands. 

When there was registering into the Communist party, the young 

people would sign up and they received larger wages, their work was 

easier.

When collectivisation took away from everyone the dear 

and cherished land of their parents and grandparents, the 

people of Gervėčiai experienced so much misery and 

deprivation, as well as ethnic discrimination. Only from 1960 

were lessons in Lithuanian held 2–3 times a week. Lithuanian 

activities were prohibited, libraries didn't accept Lithuanian 

books, the people of Gervėčiai couldn't order Lithuanian 

press. In 1994, during the population census, the Lithuanians 

of Gervėčiai were registered as Poles, Belarusians, their 

names, surnames and place-names were Slavicised... 

During that time, according to Prof. Donatas Sauka, 

researcher of Lithuanian literature and folklore, the region of 





Gervėčiai was for Lithuania's intellectuals like a bleeding 

wound. The Lithuanian intelligentsia, ethnographers and 

žygeiviai (travellers), young artists and dissidents of the time 

visited the Lithuanian “islands” in Belarus and, as much as 

they could, cared for preserving its Lithuanian identity.

The first Lithuanian secondary school in this region was 

opened only in 1995, while a primary school — in 1994. 

History of the research 

Gervėčiai drew in linguists, ethnologists from the end of 
th ththe 19  c., while in the early 20  c. the first major collections of 

this region's folklore were recorded. Complex research on 

Gervėčiai region began in 1970, when Norbertas Vėlius, 

researcher of Lithuanian folklore and mythology, prepared 

two large ethnographic expeditions. During them, more than 

a hundred scientists, artists and students worked in the 

Lithuanian villages. They still remember these journeys to 

Gervėčiai region as a unique experience that impacted their 

whole later lives.

Prof. Viktorija Daujotytė, researcher of Lithuanian 

literature, remembers: 

In Gervėčiai we were met with many things that we could no 

longer find here. First we were amazed by the village itself with its 

straw-thatched cottages, archaic way of life... Even the furniture in 

those cottages spoke a long-gone reality: wooden table, benches, 

wooden beds. The people themselves are not far from that 

environment. 

In Gervėčiai, one could say, that was a particular spiritual 

atmosphere, people paid more attention to us than during 

expeditions in Lithuania. People welcomed us with endless warmth 

and love. We were visitors from a land that they had already left, so 

we were welcomed as family. (...)

I can't forget one meeting. In the evening we returned from 

Rimdžiūnai to Gervėčiai to spend the night. We had with us a tape 

recorder. On the side of the road a man around 35 years of age, tying a 

horse, stopped us. We greeted each other and sat down to talk. The 

man says: I am a simple tractor-driver, but you should know that I 

will do everything for my three children to go to Lithuania, for them 

to learn and be Lithuanians, to not lose their identity. I can see how 

important this is and you give me strength. In all my life, even 

during the Sąjūdis, I had never before heard a more impressive 

national statement, anything so real and honest. This is something I 

just can't forget.

In 1970, Gervėčiai was discovered by folklorists as being a 

unique Lithuanian island that preserved many archaic 
thtraditions, the imagery of the end of the 19  c. The best 

thpresenters of the 1960s had been born in the 19  c., thus, in 

listening to their stories about their own lives or their parent's 

generation, it seemed as if meeting with a dead person, the 

devil, trading with him horses or pipes, was a natural part of 

everyday life. The lifestyle of the people of Gervėčiai, their 

traditions, unique Eastern dzūkai dialect and folklore, due to 

being surrounded on all sides by the foreign Slavic cultures 

(mostly Belarusian, in part — Polish, and now — Ukrainians), 



in a way were “conserved” and to this day retained many 

unique features.

On the basis of the material gathered during the expedition, 

in 1972 a monograph, Gervėčiai, was prepared and published 

only in 1989. Later, Gervėčių pasakos (Stories from Gervėčiai, 

1997) and a collection of songs Gervėčių melodijos (Melodies 

from Gervėčiai, 2003) were published. Later, a CD was also 

released — Gervėčių krašto tradicinė vestuvių muzika (Traditional 

Wedding Music of Gervėčiai, 2009). 

In 2010–2012 we went to Gervėčiai after a 40-year break, 

hoping to write down what people might not have asked 

about before, as well as deepen, add on to the data that was 

collected before and, most importantly, document the daily 

life of the Lithuanians in Gervėčiai, their work and holidays, 

homes and everyday life, talk to the people and write down 

their stories, memories, simply their speech, thus hoping to 

also become acquainted with their world-view. In other 

words, we cared about preserving the traditional knowledge 

preserved by the people of the land. 

To be honest, during long conversations, asking one 

question after the other, or simply for a short while stopping 

in the street, sitting on a bench or drinking tea, a wonderful 

view of a world that had already disappeared in Lithuania 

opened up. Most conversations were had with people born in 

this region in the 1920s–1930s — old-timers. The youngest 

interviewees were the generation from the 1960s. Although 

these representatives of the oldest generation experienced in 

their lives much hardship and injustice, they preserved their 

human dignity, self-esteem and the traditional wisdom...

The fate of the Lithuanians in this region was also 

important. The younger generation of Lithuanian in 

Gervėčiai, who had remained in their homeland, often had 
stmixed families and in 21  c. must consciously choose which 

language to speak, to which school — whether Lithuanian or 

Belarusian — to send their children. Soon this generation will 

either become or not become the heirs and nurturers of this 

region's cultural tradition. To be a young Lithuanian in these 

villages is sometimes a true challenge, and some lack the inner 

motivation, persistence, courage to declare their Lithuanian 

identity, protect the right to speak in Lithuanian, use it within 

the family at home and in public life.

We are on the threshold of a fateful time, more than a few of 

those people who four or three years ago were photographed 

or interviewed are now gone and look out at us only from 

photographs. There is also the concern that with the loss of 

these elders in Gervėčiai so too will end the passing on of this 

unique and archaic cultural tradition.

A lot will change — from a Lithuanian “island” only 

isolated “islets” will remain.



Apie 60 km nuo Vilniaus nutolęs Gervėčių kraštas – didžiau-

sia lietuviška sala Baltarusijoje. Čia gyvenantiems žmonėms 

lietuviškai kalbantys kaimai – tai Lietuva, tik ji baigiasi kaž-

kur netoliese – už balų, kalnelio, miško. Ir gudiškų kaimų gy-

ventojai lietuviškų kaimus vadina Litva. Gretimų kaimų gu-

dės nuotakos sakydavo – atiteka į Lietuvą…

Archeologinė medžiaga – pilkapių kasinėjimai leidžia teig-

ti, kad VII-XII a. šios žemės jau buvo sėsliai gyvenamos ir savo 

mirusiuosius degino, kaip visas Rytų baltų arealas. Tad čia gy-

veno baltiškos gentys, lietuvių protėviai. 

Manoma, kad lietuviškosios salos Baltarusijoje susiforma-

vo XVI amžiuje. Rašytiniuose šaltiniuose užfiksuota, kad 

1511 m. Vilniaus vyskupas Jonas (LDK valdovo Žygimanto Se-

nojo sūnus) užrašė šias žemes Vilniaus vyskupijai, vėliau, ca-

rinės Rusijos laikais jos priklausė Vilniaus gubernijai, iki I 

Pasaulinio karo, - Vilniaus ir Ašmenos apskritims. 

XX a. Gervėčių krašto istorija itin sudėtinga ir savita, kupi-

na istorinių pervartų. Svarbi, retai atsimenama data – 1920 m. 

liepos 12 d., – kai pagal Lietuvos ir Sovietų Rusijos taikos su-

tartį šis lietuvių katalikų gyvenamas plotas buvo paliktas et-

nografinei Lietuvai. 1920 m. Gervėčių kaimai, kaip ir visas 

kraštas, okupuojami Lenkijos ir iki pat 1939-ųjų gyvena prie 

Polsčiaus – lenkų valdžioje. 

 Nepaprastai vaizdingai šį istorijos tarpsnį savo atsiminimuo-

se aprašė Gervėčių krašto istorinės ir kultūrinės atminties 

saugotoja Marija Mažeikienė (g. 1923 m.): 



The Neo-Gothic church of the Holy Trinity is the pride of 

Gervėčiai region. Coming towards the town from all 

directions, its graceful tower can be seen from far-off. The first 
thwooden church in Gervėčiai was built in the 16  c. Until now 

people remember the legend of how in place of the church 

there once was a great stone, and on that stone an image 

appeared of the Holy Trinity. On this stone the church's altar 

was built, and was given the name of the Holy Trinity.

On the altar of our church there is an image of the Holy Trinity. At 

first they wanted to build the church on the other bank of the Aluošia 

creek; they brought there stones and wood. A very large stone used to 

lay where our altar is now. 

One time the sacristan was walking by and saw an image of the 

Holy Trinity of the stone. He immediately told the priest, who 

laughed at this. But the next time and the third time the image of the 

Holy Trinity again appeared on the stone. Finally the priest believed 

him and ordered that a church be built in that place. 

On that stone they built the altar, and on it — a great image of the 

Holy Trinity. Even now in Gervėčiai there is the Feast of the Holy 

Trinity — oh, how many people come... (Marija Juškienė, 

1931–2013, Mockos)

thAt the end of the 19  c., in 1899, the priest Vladislovas 

Alšauskas began building a new stone church, which was 
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completed in 1903. People still remember that the priest even 

went to America to collect alms for the church, all of the villages 

helped in the construction — days were selected when each village 

would provide workers. The bricks were fired in Gervėčiai. 

The history of Gervėčiai church, as of the whole region, in 
th ththe 20  c. was difficult and unsettled. In the first half of the 20  

c. the people of Gervėčiai fought for the right to pray and sing 

in church in Lithuanian, and, having lost their priest after the 

war, worried the church wouldn't close down:

The priest made us all kneel and pray: “Lord, don't leave us, Lord, 

don't leave us.” And we would repeat this over and over... and the 

church wasn't closed... (Janina Karmazaitė, b. 1943, Girios)

“Shepherds” in Gervėčiai often changed: even three priests 

were imprisoned or exiled to Siberia. When the priest was 

exiled, a Church Committee, comprised of representatives 

from the villages, fought for the right to pray at the church 

without a priest, while the parishioners for six years paid the 

church maintenance taxes themselves. If the appointed priests 

didn't speak Lithuanian, they sought for the Mass to be held in 

Lithuanian...

The situation changed to the better, when in 1996 the priest 

Leonas Nestiukas was appointed to the parish of Gervėčiai. 

He earned the respect of the people when he began 

reconstruction work on the churches. This stage in the 

church's history was recounted by Marija Mažeikienė, 

preserver of the history of Gervėčiai region:

The loveliest building in Gervėčiai was the 110-year old church of 

the Holy Trinity. (...). For 93 years the church had stood without any 

repairs, many priests came and went, but not one fixed anything, 

they left it as it was. In 1996 the parson Leonas Nestiukas came to 

Gervėčiai and found the church with a leaking roof and blackened 

walls. “The church is very nice, it just needs to be fixed” said the par-

son and began working. First he cleaned up the churchyard, cut 

down the old trees, planted saplings, all sorts of flowers. You walk in-

to the churchyard and barely believe your eyes: everything is so love-

ly, like in Eden. He collected donations for a new roof. All of the peo-

ple in the parish gave what they could, they donated to the church. 

The tiles for the roof were brought in from Czechoslovakia. The walls 

were repaired, re-painted, everything was renewed. In the wall they 

found hooks for hanging gates. In the archives they found what sort 

of gates had been planned, but never made. They made very lovely 

hand-made gates — it was hard to find blacksmiths who would make 

them. (...) Some land was bought and next to the church a beautiful 

square was built, with sculptures of the apostles. Now the Gervėčiai 

Church of the Holy Trinity is the most beautiful in all of Belarus.

On Sundays, Mass is held in Lithuanian and Polish; once it is 

finished, the priest goes to the Lithuanian village of Girios and 



the Belarusian Zavelcy to hold Mass at the village chapels. All 

of the parishioners respect and value their pastor: 

This priest is good, I hope he won't be moved elsewhere. He will fix 

everything here. The bishop of Grodno was already asked that he 

would stay here forever. He is friends with everyone: Minsk, Grodno, 

Astravas... And he holds Mass in Polish, Belarusian, Lithuanian...

When we go to church, he comes and speaks with everyone. There 

were talks that he would be promoted. We said: “Is this true, dear 

pastor?” “Don't worry, I won't go anywhere before I bury all of 

you”. That's what he said, take it as you will...



Gervėčiai church from the direction on Mickūnai village. 2011
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Women decorate with flowers the church's altar. Gervėčiai, 2011
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Before Holy Mass. Gervėčiai, 2013
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Page-boys await the celebration. Gervėčiai, 2011
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Gervėčiai, 2011



Awaiting the bishop — the sacristan and those to be confirmed are 
lined up. Gervėčiai, 2011
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The bishop and his retinue are brought into the church. 
Gervėčiai, 2011
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The Sacrament of Confirmation is given during Mass. The bishop's 
blessing. Gervėčiai, 2011
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The parson and his parishioners prior to Holy Mass. Gervėčiai, 2011
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One of the responsibilities of the “shepherd” — blessing 
an automobile. Gervėčiai, 2010

In the churchyard — Žolinės fair. Gervėčiai, 2010
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The Sacrament of Baptism is given. Gervėčiai, 2010
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Church book, where requests for prayers for the deceased are 
written in Lithuanian, Polish, Russian.Gervėčiai, 2011
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Gervėčiai church from the west side.2011
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Adoption of the Blessed Sacrament. Gervėčiai, 2013
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When leaving the church, the feet of the Crucifix are kissed. 
Gervėčiai, 2013
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Kūčios feast from Pelegrinda is brought to the parish. Gervėčiai, 2012 
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People who lived in villages not far from each other still knew 

each other well; many were related with close or distant 

familial ties. Traditionally everyone was related to the third-

degree, i.e. the children of cousins. The family network of 

oneself or their spouse was made even more complicated by 

relationships with godparents and godchildren. There were 

many people in Gervėčiai who came from large families; so 

much so, that it used to be that only the closest relatives were 

invited to family holidays — baptisms, weddings — and even 

then all the benches in the cottage were filled. Now people 

make sure that even third-cousins are invited to at least 

funerals.

Now in the villages there are so few people left, but families used to 

be so large here... The village of Girios wasn't really that small: there 

were around a hundred cottages, maybe even more than a hundred, 

so that equalled a population of almost four hundred. Four hundred 

women, men, children. Now only four are left.

Families used to be large. For example, I was raised in a large 

family; we were five brothers and three sisters. We grew up in large 

families. There were the mother and the father, and in total about 10 

souls in one cottage. Our neighbours, Urbanavičius, had eight 

children. Again, ten people in total. The other neighbour had six 

children. But their grandparents lived with them, so, again, ten 

people. In each cottage there were eight or ten people... The smallest 

number of people in one home was six. The young people used to stay 
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in their homes, they didn't go away anywhere. Everyone grew up at 

home, shared the land and little by little, made a living. (Marija 

Mažeikienė, b. 1923, Petrikai)

stIn the 21  c., narratives testify on the forms of life and 

cohabitation of families and rural communities, in a certain 

order inherited from earlier generations. It was always very 

important to be on good terms with the neighbours, help each 

other without seeking reward.

[It used to be that] people were kinder towards each other. It's not 

bad now, but people seem more jealous. When we used to dig 

potatoes, the neighbours would help pile the bags into the carts, they 

helped one another.

Now it's different — you have to ask, plan, sometimes people can 

help, other times they can't. But since I'm alone I always have to ask 

for help, and thank God they are still so kind. Whatever you ask for, 

they will help. They even plough the garden, since I still plant there. 

(Elena Augulienė, b. 1932, Rimdžiūnai)

The great historical turning points changed a lot, and, in 

part, the relationships of people:

People used to be like this: helping each other without payment. 

Now if someone helps, you have to look for some way to thank them. 

It was never like that before. If you needed something, then you 

would go to your neighbour and say: I need this or that, help.They 

could borrow you something, or just give it away. Next time another 

neighbour would give what you needed. We shared with each other 

and no one asked for or took payment. That's how people used to live. 

If anyone had trouble, everyone would help. And no one expected 

anything in return. Now everything is under lock and key — the 

home and everything else. While I was growing up we would simply 

put a stick in the door and walk away. People knew that if there was a 

stick in the door, then no one was home, and no one would take 

anything.

They've changed from what they used to be like. And you know 

when everything changed? When the Soviet Union came, without 

faith, without anything and then a new generation grew up in that 

Union: they didn't believe in God or the old traditions — everything 

has been destroyed. That's when everything began, from the around 

50 years ago. No, maybe forty years. In the 1940s the Soviet 

government came here. In 1939, the war with Poland began, and in 

the 1940 the Soviets came. That's when everything began to 

disappear. (Marija Mažeikienė, b. 1923, Petrikai)

As villages and homesteads emptied, as people's strength 

faltered, neighbours began to sincerely care for each other, 

help during hard times, at the same time preserving their 

privacy and the privacy of others...

On the other hand, in one-street villages the life of a 

neighbour was no secret, while the windows of the home's 



“good” corner, which faced the street, just as 100 years ago 

now too allow people to follow all the goings-on in the street 

— who passed by, who met with who. It is enough to go out by 

the gates and every passer-by will stop and strike up a 

conversation...

Not only kinship and neighbour relations connect the 

people of the region of Gervėčiai, but also common memories, 

similar fates, an understanding that they are likely the last 

Lithuanians in this region. The children and grandchildren of 

many are already settled in the cities, they come back only 

during the holidays or weekends, so people have to rely on 

their own strength and the will of God:

A person shouldn't annoy anyone. Even children, since life is 

hard for children as well. Everything depends on God — how God 

wills it, so shall it be. We can't demand anything of him. (Janina 

Trepšienė, b. 1930, Rimdžiūnai)
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Photgraph of parents.Early 20th c. Galčiūnai, 2011
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Bronė Kuckienė (1932–2013), with her daughter, living in Vilnius 
and Astravas.Girios, 2011
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Godmother Janina Mockienė (1923–2011) with her godson Vladas 
Gruodelis (b. 1939). Pelegrinda, 2010
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Brothers Bronius and Jonas Vaičiulis share news. 
Rimdžiūnai, 2010
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Jonas Lukaitis and Romualdas Bučinskas.Gėliūnai, 2010
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Neighbours in the villages of Girios and Milcėjai. 2010
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Pancakes are daily food in the region of Gervėčiai. 
Galčiūnai, 2012
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Teresė Katkauskienė prepares food for unexpected guests. 
Knystuškės, 2010
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Christmas Eve at the Pūkštai farmstead of Genoefa (b. 1931) and 
Stanislavas (b. 1935).Rimdžiūnai, 2010
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Feast table for guests from the city. Rimdžiūnai, 2011
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An unexpected neighbour is seated at the table. Rimdžiūnai, 2011
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The family's history in pictures from old photographs. 
Knystuškės, 2011

Galčiūnai, 2011
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Marija Valansevičienė (b. 1923) with her daughter. 
Rimdžiūnai, 2012

Valentinas Barauskas (1920–2010) with his daughter.Užupis, 2010
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Eve of the feast. Children return home for the holidays. 
Rimdžiūnai, 2011
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In the summer, the villages of Gerviečiai come alive, 
grandchildren come to visit. Pelegrinda, 2011

Children who come back for the holidays do reconstruction 
work. Galčiūnai, 2011
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Neighbours. Knystuškės, 2014 The village elder, Janina Trepšienė (b. 1931).Rimdžiūnai, 2010
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Visiting brother. Marija Mažeikienė (b. 1923) and Stanislovas 
Petrikas (1927). Astravas, 2011
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Potluck feast in the village of Gėliūnai. 2010 Leonarda Rinkevičienė (b. 1930) fries eggs for her guests. 
Galčiūnai, 2010
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Marija Mažeikienė with her brother Stanislovas Petrikas. 
Astravas, 2011

Sisters Leonarda Blaškienė (b. 1935) and Janina Kaltonienė 
(b. 1923).Rimdžiūnai, 2012
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Alfreda Saukienė (b. 1930) with the family of one of her sons. 
Gėliūnai, 2013

Marija Mažeikienė with her neighbours, who returned to Petrikai 
and were visiting over the holidays. 2011
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Helena Mockienė raises her granddaughter Vanesa. Mockos, 2011
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Helena Mockienė with her granddaughter Vanesa and Reksas. 
Mockos, 2012
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Earlier generations and childhood friends live on as a memory in 
photogaphs. Regina Kavaliauskienė. Rimdžiūnai, 2012

Leonarda Šėmienė, Knystuškės, 2010
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Homesteads still, to this day, include the few buildings neces-

sary for a person working the land, growing livestock: the 

home — pirkia, one or a few barns, called pūnios, granary 

(klėtis), a barn for threshing (kluonas) or a shed, and several 

smaller buildings — hen house, wood shed and others. They 

surround on all sides an inner courtyard — atšlaimas. Many 

homesteads have maintained a linear structure: one line is 

made up of the home, the barn behind it, while the second line 

— the granary, another barn, a shed and a barn farther away 

from the street, the doors facing the courtyard, as if blocking 

the courtyard's space. In this region it is traditional to connect 

barns with other structures. For example, to protect horses, 

their barn would be connected to the home, while the granary 

would be close to the cow barn or shed. Smaller buildings 

would be attached to smaller farm structures. Homesteads 

were founded with more freedom and space in farmsteads. 

Most cottages are still built from wood, in few homesteads 

can one see a stone outbuilding, as the older generation of peo-

ple in Gervėčiai still live in the homes of their parents, more 

rarely — grandparents, which were where they grew up or 
thcame after marriage. Although in the first half of the 20  c. 

almost all villages had burned — skipping over the narrow 

courtyards, fire easily travelled over the straw thatched or 

board-covered roofs of the buildings — in rebuilding them the 

old structure of the homestead was still preserved.

COURTYARD



True, in the 1940s, when the land, animals, farm implements 

were nationalised, the large barns were torn down, sometimes 

the granaries would be moved from the homestead and 

turned in the collective farm's warehouses, but everything 

else remained — people preserved the space of their homes 

and yards, without really changing anything. The structure of 

the cottage (pirkia) changed little. The homes were built long 

and narrow, mostly with two ends or only one. 

The granaries stored grain, flour, meat, clothes. To this day 

they are used for holding farm tools, but on the other hand — 

they are like a museum with old, no longer used, home-made 

housewares — braided vokelės for holding various bulk prod-

ucts, wooden tubs for džieškos and all sorts of other things that 

bear witness to the past, used either according to their pur-

pose or simply preserved.

Although there are less and less cows, horses, pigs, sheep or 

goats in the villages every year, the barns are still standing: 

spacious, with four-sloped roofs, for keeping the livestock 

under one roof, or separate pūnelės, which used to be just for 

the horses or sheep. Only the hen-houses are full everywhere, 

unless the ferrets or foxes find a way in.

Often times the courtyard held also a bathhouse. The com-

mon bathhouses, which used to be located on riverbanks, are 

now long gone, while new ones are built right under people's 



windows — in the courtyard. Once the bathhouse is heated, 

neighbours could be invited to join in. 

Along the walls of the large barns — šalinėse — straw and 

hay would be kept. The clay threshing floor spread length-

wise across the barn; here the wheat would be threshed with 

flails — now a wagon is used.

The atšlaimas courtyard is divided into the good side, which 

is taken care of, where flowers are planted, the ground is 

swept, and the other side, the farm side, where the birds run 

wild. If livestock is still raised, in the summer part of the yard 

is enclosed for the pigs or birds.

The homestead is decorated most by the little gardens of 

multi-coloured flowers — which bloom from early spring 

until late autumn — under each window of the cottage, facing 

the street. 
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Place for the wagon in the barn. Pelegrinda, 2012
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Sled for dealing with the winter roads. Pelegrinda, 2012 In an uninhabited homestead — witnesses of an earlier time: 
fur coats, harnesses, a chain for tying animals. Knystuškės, 2010
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In a four-sloped barn — cow, horse, piglets. Gėliūnai, 2012
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Winter trail to the barn. Mockos, 2011
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Smoked bacon is kept in the granary. Gėliūnai, 2010
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Barn for the sheep. Girios, 2010 Courtyard. Petrikai, 2012
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Winter delights — chickens in the farm yard. Petrikai, 2012
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Farm buildings are often connected to each other: the sheep barn, 
henhouse, woodshed. Girios, 2012

Barn with granary for grain and džieškos — barrels for salting meat. 
Gėliūnai, 2010
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Yard with well. Galčiūnai, 2012
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In the courtyard — spring thaw. Petrikai, 2011
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Winter laundry. Petrikai, 2012 Time to feed. At the doors of the porch. Rimdžiūnai, 2012
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Courtyard in the winter. Petrikai, 2012
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Thaw. Galčiūnai, 2011
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Courtyard.Mockos, 2010 Inner farmyard.Petrikai, 2012
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Doors to the cottage.Gėliūnai, 2010 Cattle yard. Gėliūnai, 2010
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The old barns were always located farther away from the cottage. 
Gėliūnai, 2010
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Hen house. Rimdžiūnai, 2010 Courtyard. Rimdžiūnai, 2010
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Wagon in the barn. Gėliūnai, 2010, Trakai, 2010 Trakai, 2010 // Medinės akėčios. Gaigaliai, 2011 // Whetstones. 
Mockos, 2011 // For sieving potatoes. Gėliūnai, 2010 // Wooden 
ploughshare. Knystuškės, 2010
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Potatoes prepared for sorting.Mockos, 2010 Barn dwellers.Mockos, 2013
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Pets I. Mockos, 2014
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In the spring, hams dry on the cottage wall. Milcėjos, 2010 Threshold. Rimdžiūnai, 2010
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Splitting firewood. Knystuškės, 2010
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Spring. Rimdžiūnai, 2014
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Lock. Milcėjos, 2011; Gėliūnai, 2010
Ventilation hole for the cellar.Gėliūnai, 2010

Window by the entrance to the cottage. Geliūnai, 2011
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Courtyard. Rimdžiūnai, 2010 Pets. II. Mockos, 2013
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Inner farmyard. Gėliūnai, 2010
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Elements of wooden home decoration. Kerplošinė, 2011 Gėliūnai, Rimdžiūnai, Milcėjos, 2010
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Wicker walls. Knystuškės, 2011
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Pets. Rimdžiūnai, 2011 Fenced garden. Rimdžiūnai, 2011
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Outdoor kitchen. Gėliūnai, 2011
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Uninhabited cottage. Knystuškės, 2010 Objects from earlier generations: kerosene lamp, butter churns, 
garners, pestle. Knystuškės, 2010; Galčiūnai, 2011
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Ina village cottage — hand-operated millstones, bins for grain, 
home-made two-handed saw. Gaigaliai, 2011
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Bathhouse in the courtyard. Miciūnai, 2012
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Garden. Trakai, 2010
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Flower beds. Trakai, 2012; Milcejos, 2012; Trakai, 2011; Knystuskės, 2010
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Girios. 2011 Pets. III. Mockos, 2010
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Pets. IV. Mockos, 2014 Pets. Knystuškės, 2010
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Pets. Pelegrinda, 2011
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Gifts.Galčiūnai, 2010 Potato cellar — sklepas. Milcėjos, 2011
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Well with an old lever. Knystuškės, 2011
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Hand-made wheelbarrow. Petrikai, 2010 Braided “envelope”. Knystuškės, 2010
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Flower bed. Knystuškės, 2010 In the sunlight. Rimdžiūnai, 2010 
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thCottages built at the turn of the 19  c. comprised of two or 

three spaces: the entrance hall (priemenė) and main room 

(pirkia), or the priemenė, pirkia ir pirkaitė (smaller room). The 

primary dwelling area was also known as the pirkia. Two of its 

four windows looked out to the street, while the other ones — 

the courtyard, while the wall facing the neighbours had no 

windows — the “blind” wall. People would live in this 

building — here they ate, worked and slept. On the other side 

of the house — the pirkaitė — the food reserves were kept, 
thhousehold items, and even in the first half of the 20  c. 

millstones stood in the corner. Later, from storage it was 

turned into a kitchen, less often, into a sėklyčia — a room for 

housing guests. The priemenė is even now the place where the 

bread-oven stands; for holidays often a loaf is still baked in it. 

The hearth is also a place where ropes of onions, garlic are 

hung to dry, dried mushrooms and other goods are kept safe 

in bags.

The corner in the room of the house that had the most light 

was since old times called the pakūcia. This is a certain kind of 

home altar with pictures of the saints, behind which are 

tucked, and kept for a whole year, the blessed verbė or Žolinės 

bouquet. In the corner of this room there always stands a 

table, for there is no better place for it. In the opposite corner 

from the pakūcia, behind the hearth, along the wall and not far 

from the door was always the place for the beds. Even now 

they are placed along the walls of the room, but usually the 

INSIDE THE COTTAGE



sleeping area is sectioned off by a closet, cloth curtain or thin 

wall. The beds are often covered with home-made woven 

bedspreads, decorated with pillows. If there is a seklyčia in the 

home, under the bedspread one could see delicately crocheted 

sheets, white pillows would be placed on the bed. The table 

would be covered in a woven or crocheted home-made 

tablecloth. 

In modern interiors, next to the holy paintings, old 

photographs are often hung — of parents, children, portraits 

of the family or collages made from various photographs. The 

pictures that hark back to other lives are made up of 

photographs done on various occasions, documenting the 

lives of sometimes several generations. It isn't important 

whether close or distant relatives are photographed — if there 

are familial ties, then they are dear, brought together by time. 

Sometimes the pakūcia with the holy painting could be located 

in a corner of the main room — the kitchen, the brightest 

corner of the entryway. The paintings of the saints, just like the 

rosary with the crucifix, prayer book or hymnal, crumbs of St. 

Agota's bread on the windowsill — all these are not interior 

details, but symbols of the daily life of prayer, of the blessed 

home. To this day, during Grabnyčios, all of the corners of the 

home are šventinami (crossed) with a candle from church, 

while blessed Easter water is used to sprinkle not only the 

home, but also the garden, the feed for the livestock — against 

the evil spirits, so says the priest.



In almost every home there stands a television, people listen 

to the radio, along the wall of the main room — a modern 

sideboard from the 1980s–90s — a cupboard holding not only 

dishes, but all sorts of various items — greeting cards, 

souvenirs, photographs, documents, medicine, candy... In the 

old cottages, thanks to the children, the first plastic windows 

have begun to appear. 

It used to be that in these homes there was room for three 

generations, now there is only one — the oldest, who either 

live as a couple or alone, sometimes with a cat or dog. There 

would be more activity only during the holidays, when 

children and grandchildren would come visit. In the villages, 

the number of empty, uninhabited homes is increasing.

Everything has reached its time. Now the houses remain alone. 

Usually the whole village — one person living, or no one at all. One 

or none. (Marija Ravaitienė, b. 1931, Miciūnai) 

Everyone is long-gone, soon there will be no more Lithuanians. In 

another ten years, or maybe sooner. All the children are in the city... 

There used to be a lot of children here: our neighbours had four, we 

had three, others had five. Everyone is gone now. (Marija 

Petravičienė, b. 1932, Galčiūnai) 



Entryway of Helena Mockienė's home. Mockos, 2010
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Cats living in an old basket. Puišų homestead, Gaigaliai, 2011
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Entryway of Leonarda Rinkevičienė's home.Galčiūnai, 2010
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Seed cucumbers ripening of the windowsill, apples being dried. 
Mockos, Gėliunai, 2010
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Entryway of an uninhabited house. Pelegrinda, 2010
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Kitchen. Gervėčiai, 2011
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Braids of onions, drying mushrooms are hung behind the hearth. 
Knystuškės, 2010
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Bread oven.Galčiūnai, 2010
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Holy corner in the kitchen. Mockos, 2010
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Three inhabited parts of the cottage — entryway with bread oven, 
to the left — doors to the kitchen, to the right — living room. 
Mockos, 2010
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Bread oven and cupboard for kitchen utensils.Galčiūnai, 2010 
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Bread oven.Petrikai, 2010
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Bread oven. Knystuškės, 2010
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Bread oven, next to it — doors to the living room. Geliūnai, 2010
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Prong for lifting cast iron pots into the bread oven. Pelegrinda, 2011
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Ladder to climb up on the hearth. Geliūnai, 2010
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Food for people and livestock is prepared in the bread oven. Mockos, 2010
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Kitchen. Mockos, 2010
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Felt dries next to the hearth. Petrikai, 2013
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Cabbage heads picked in the dzieška. Petrikai, 2013
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Onion braids. Galčiūnai, 2010; Gaigaliai, 2011
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Cottage of Elena Augulienė — Alinka. Rimdžiūnai, 2010
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Windowsill of Leonarda Iljoic. Knystuškės, 2010
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Old pirkia in the village of Girios. After a month, the house 
burned down. 2011
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Fragment of the interior of the home of Janina Koreiva. Girios, 2011
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Neighbour. Girios, 2011
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Elena Augulienė's cottage.Rimdžiūnai, 2012
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Fragments of the interior. Mockos, 2010
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Miciūnai, 2012
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In the home of Janina Kavaliauskienė. Rimdžiūnai, 2012
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Living room.Galčiūnai, 2011
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Janina Pukštienė's seklyčia. Gėliūnai, 2010
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Fragments from Leonarda Rinkevičienė's home's interior. 
Galčiūnai, 2010
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Medicine table next to the bed. Mockos, 2010
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Fragments from Marija Juškienė's home's interior. Gėliūnai, 2010
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Fragments from Leonarda Rinkevičienė's home's interior. 
Galčiūnai, 2010
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Great-granddaughter's bed. Mockos, 2012
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Rug next to bed. Mockos, 2010
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Marija Juškienė's windowsill. Mockos, 2010
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Home interior of the Ravaitis family. The family gathers at the table
to pray four times a day. Milcėjos, 2010 
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Elena Bublevičienė's seklyčia in Rimdžiūnai. 2011 
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Interior fragments in Gėliūnai and Galčiūnai. 2010 
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Interior fragments from Trakai homestead. Painting 
by Julija Karmazienė from Pelegrinda.2010
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Bedroom. Rimdžiūnai, 2010 
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Sewing machine Mockos, 2010
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Things on the table by the bed. Rimdžiūnai, 2013
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In the home of Janina Trepšienė. Rimdžiūnai, 2011
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The women of this region spent their lives spinning, weaving, 

sewing, knitting for themselves and their families, for the 

home, later — for selling. Even today they still have work — at 

home they have a spinning wheel, during the winter they 

always find a bit of unspun wool and then from thin yarn the 

women knit gloves or socks for their children and 

grandchildren living in the cities...

In the 1960s most homes still had a weaving loom. Even 

now each housewife's chest or closet keeps various fabrics — 

tablecloths, bedspreads, towels, cloth — all handmade and 

inherited from their parent's generation. True, a lot has 

already been worn out or handed down to children, taken to 

the cities. What some people treasure, show with pride, others 

seem to no longer cherish: more than a few women in 

Gervėčiai would have gladly given away an admired 

bedspread, as their children no longer appreciate it, while 

they themselves no longer need it... The only item that is 

carefully kept is the black and white bedspread, which is 

traditionally placed under the coffin during the wake.

Also, in many homes one can still see a woven bedspread 

covering the beds, while white woven tablecloths are spread 

over the table when guests are expected. While home-made 

towels, decorated with lace and embroidery, are not used in 

daily life. They were always gifted, especially during 

INTERIOR TEXTILES



weddings, while in homes they were hung on the wall as a 

decoration. In modern interiors one can no longer find them.

The colours and patterns of the fabrics in Gervėčiai are 

reminiscent of the traditional fabrics of Southern Lithuania, of 

the dzūkai. Coloured bedspreads usually have linen as the 

warp and linen, wool as the weave, more rarely — silk. 

Brightly-coloured striped bedspreads, woven with two or 

three heddles, where narrower and wider different-coloured 

stripes alternate, are widespread across Western Belarus. The 

most ornate bedspreads are those woven with four or eight 

heddles, where only two colours are used, as well as small 

geometric patterns — crosses, squares, diamonds. Most 

women in Gervėčiai have kept the “modern”,“selective 

weaving” bedspreads with traditional star, flower pot designs 

and large floral motifs.

Towels are woven from bleached and unbleached flax, four 

or eight-heddle, as well as “selective” weaving patterns, while 

the ends are decorated with lace. These same kinds of ornate 

lace bands were used to decorate home-made linen sheets, the 

broad side that was visible under the bedspread.

Women still remember all the work that had to be done 

with flax plants — uprooting, threshing, spreading, lifting, 

drying, trampling, brushing, combing, and finally spinning 

and weaving, as well as coming together with the neighbours 

to work on the flax, and, in later times — working in the 

collective farm brigades. Form their youth — spending 

Advent evenings at the spinning wheels, beginning the 

Užgavėnės weaving, and in May — the bleaching of cloth: by 

Christmas the flax must be spun, on Užgavėnės — the weaving 

begins, and once the orchards bloom — bleaching of the 

fabric.

We would come together to spin the flax. In the evenings, four or 

five of us would sit around a lamp in a circle and spin. In the daytime 

we would sit at the windows, as our eyes would tire... One week we'd 

stay at one home, the next week — somewhere else... With wool we 

couldn't go visiting, work had to be done at home...

In the spring there was a lot of work for the women — the looms 

had to be prepared. During Užgevėnės everyone was preparing 

them.

And in the spring — we would go to the river. The women would 

run, so they would be the first to lay their cloth closest to the water. 

They would be dampened and laid down. Then people would pass by 

and constantly pour water on the cloth. (...) Bleaching would take 

place no earlier than May, when the orchards would bloom. It was 

believed that they would become whiter then. (Janina Trepšienė, b. 

1930, Rimdžiūnai)

Women would not only dress their families, but could 

make some extra money.



People used to make a living out of those fabrics. I remember my 

mother used to make a fuss, she made sure we would spin nicely, so 

the fabric would be pretty. The loom would be prepared, the fabric 

woven, bleached and then it would be taken to be sold. In Varnionys 

this Jewish woman would buy everything. She would come on 

Thursdays and buy all the fabric. Always making sure that it would 

be naturally bleached. Only then she would buy the fabric and give 

us some money. (Janina Trepšienė, b. 1930, Rimdžiūnai)

In the times of the collective farms, the Gervėčiai fabrics 

became the primary source of income for families.

It was hard in the kolchoz. (...) They took away everything. We 

had to go to those farms, but they would take everything away — all 

the grain that we had, giving everything in norms only. No one 

wanted to go to the farms. Everything that we had to give we gave. 

They took away the grain, and then made us give our money. We 

were left with nothing. They even took the horse. (...) It used to be 

that you worked the work and at the end of the month received 

nothing. (...) You don't have the money to buy anything. So I would 

weave. I wove cloth, crocheted sweaters. Everything I earned I could 

spend to buy something for myself. I even sold in Riga, in Lithuania, 

in Dūkštas. Now I no longer weave or knit. Everything is done. 

(Leonarda Blaškienė, b. 1935, Rimdžiūnai)



Leonarda Rinkevičienė's diagonally striped bedspread — paklotė. 
Galčiūnai, 2012
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Leonarda Rinkevičienė's fabric. Galčiūnai
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Marija Petravičienė's bedspread. Galčiūnai, 2011
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Bedspread in the home of Viktoras Kucka. Knystuškės, 2011
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Tassels from the skarinis — a cloth on which boiled potatoes, baked 
bread were placed. Galčiūnai, 2011
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Marija Petravičienė's rolls. Galčiūnai, 2011
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Tablecloth hung to dry. Girios, 2012
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Marija Petravičienė's, Helena Mockienė's and Elena Bublevičienė's 
linen sheet lace — karunkai.Galčiūnai, 2011; Mockos, 2014;
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Rimdžiūnai, 2011
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Janina Karmazienė's bedspread. Pelegrinda, 2011
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Fragment of Marija Petravičienė's “hen party's” — Vainikų vakaras 
(“evening of flower crowns”) — tablecloth. Galčiūnai, 2011
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Marija Juškienė's handicrafts. Mockos, 2014
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Elena Bublevičienė's embroidered pillow cover. Rimdžiūnai, 2011
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Leonarda Iljoic's handicrafts. Knystuškės, 2010
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Marija Kiškelienė's, Helena Mockienė's, Leonarda Iljoic's towels 
with karunkos. Mockos, 2010, 2014; Knystuškės, 2010
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Marija Kiškelienė's mother's woven and embroidered towel. 
Mockos, 2010
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Funeral paklotė is aired out. Gėliūnai, 2011
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In Marija Ravaitienė's chest — rolls of cloth for sewing bags. 
Miciūnai, 2011
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Leonarda Augulienė's fabric.Rimdžiūnai, 2012
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Leonarda Iljoic's fabric.Knystuškės, 2010
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Leonarda Iljoic's bedspreads. Knystuškės, 2010
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Bedspread in the home of Viktoras Kucka. Knystuškės, 2011
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Leonarda Blaškienė, Rimdžiūnai, 2010 
Helena Lukoic. Gervėčiai, 2011
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Albina Lukšienė. Girios, 2010
Marija Kiškelienė, Mockos, 2010
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Leonarda Iljoic's bedspread. Knystuškės, 2010
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Helena Mockienė's bedspread. Mockos, 2010
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Marija Juškienė's bedspread.Mockos, 2010
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Elena Bublevičienė's bedspread.Rimdžiūnai, 2011
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Helena Mockienė's bedspread. Mockos, 2014
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In the region of Gervėčiai, as elsewhere in Eastern Aukštaitija 

(Highlands), people remember well the tradition of verbal 

charms (užkalbėjimas) or healing with words. In the first half of 
ththe 20  c., every village had its own užkalbėtojai — healers. The 

mothers or grandmothers of many people in Gervėčiai know 

how to heal their family members of fright, the evil eye, joint 

pain, as well as of snake bites or rožė, a skin disease. If the 

malady was more serious, they would seek the help of other 

healers, often those well-known throughout the district, who 

would even be visited by people from far-away villages. 

[Where there any people in this region who could perform verbal 

charms?] Yes, there were many. I remember once my leg was 

swollen. I had a skin disease. I went to one healer — they couldn't 

help me. I went to another — it worked. The next day I was as good as 

new even though before I couldn't even leave the house. In Gaigaliai 

there was a man. There was also an old woman — she charmed away 

six cases of skin disease, but that man had healed twelve. [How do 

you know how many cases of skin disease there were?] The healer 

knows... (Marijonas Atminis, Gervėčiai) 

Many can share their experience of how they themselves or 

their children or, often, their animals, were healed by verbal 

charms. How healing through verbal charms is performed 

remains a secret, there is no real information on this. It was 

believed that once a healer reveals the formulas for their 

verbal charms, the healer would lose their power; on the other 
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hand, this knowledge was handed down to the oldest or 

youngest child before the healer's death. The words of the 

healer, the prayer, could both directly affect the patient or 

through intermediaries — water, bread or sugar that had been 

charmed. Such water was given to the afflicted person or 

animal either to drink or wash with:

For a long time there have been those who heal. They would help 

people affected by the evil eye, heal fear, skin disease, many other 

things. Now there are no more such people. My stepmother used to be 

one, she could heal those affected by the evil eye. Cows would get sick 

from that, people also. So my stepmother would help them, pray. As 

she prayed she would pour water from a bucket into a bottle. Then she 

would give the bottle and you would have to drink the water, wash 

with it. It would help a cow or other animal when you would wash 

them. [Who used to have the evil eye?] Oh, I don't really know. There 

were such people, who had the evil eye. (Marija Petravičienė, b. 

1932, Galčiūnai) 

Usually verbal charms would be used to heal fright and the 

evil eye. People believed that a very frightened child could 

stop sleeping, speaking, walking, become paralysed and even 

die. The evil eye or a curse could also lead to a person or 

animal becoming sick.

There are many emotive and mesmerising stories, 

supported by real-life experiences, of animals affected by the 

evil eye, who become rabid and died unless they are washed 

with water that had been charmed. These stories repeat over 

and over again. These repeating plots are called “story 

narratives”. Usually they do not reflect reality, but rather 

explain it, based on traditional knowledge and the offered 

methods of sharing experience. Nevertheless, it is difficult to 

doubt the reality of the following childhood recollection of a 

woman in her late eighties:

When I still lived at home we used to have four very nice piglets. 

Our sow would run around outside and she got pregnant from the 

neighbour's pig that was also kept outside. That's how we got our 

four piglets. People used to say that our neighbour had the evil eye. 

One time our piglets were outside, and they were so pretty, like little 

lords, we used to feed them milk. So they were running around and 

our neighbour comes: “Oh, Adalia,” she said to my mother, “such 

nice pigs, are they from our hog?” My mother answered: “I don't 

know.” You know how it is with those evil eyes. That neighbour 

didn't go far and our piglets began to run in a circle, squealing. They 

wouldn't stop running. My mother said: “I'm going to visit 

Barauskas.” Our neighbour was Barauskas. She wanted to butcher 

those pigs. My mother told me to go to my mother-in-law Liudvisia, 

to get a charm. She did a charm and I ran back home. By the time I got 

back, two piglets had died. I poured the charmed water on the other 

piglets and they were the ones that survived. This is a story from my 

life, about real people with the evil eye. [But you knew that the 





neighbour had the evil eye?] Yes, we knew. She would keep on saying 

“Oh, what nice piglets” and they would begin to act wild, squeal, 

turn summersaults. My mother said: “Go!” and ran to the 

neighbour so he could butcher the pigs, but by the time he came, two 

had already died. So I came with the water and I poured it on them. 

The malady went away. This is a true story. (Bronė Kuckienė, 

1932–2014, Girios)

In this case, important knowledge on how to restore the 

disturbed world's order. The evil eye was a danger that came 

from a jealous, angry person who consciously wants to inflict 

harm. On the other hand, the evil eye didn't have to be 

intentional, it could simply be someone who wasn't careful 

with what they said or even if they praised something too 

much. A person with the evil eye didn't necessarily have to 

mean it in order to inflict harm, it's just the way their eyes 

were. The same way an accidental, emotional word could turn 

into a curse:    

Here's what happened to me. We used to have a very large pig. 

Once it seemed sick. I brought it something to eat. It got up and ran 

through the door. So I shouted “Oh, the wolves should get you, lie 

down, lie down. If you don't, I'll come after you”. When I got it back 

it laid down and wouldn't eat anymore, it just stayed there, laying. I 

went to visit one of my neighbours, so she said a verbal charm. When 

I came back and washed my pig it got back up again. Yes, all this 

happened because of what I said, the wrong thing. I did say “lie 

down, lie down, stop jumping around”, I never say this anymore... 

(Marija Petravičienė, b. 1932, Galčiūnai)

The belief or even the knowledge that words could heal or 

harm still lives on in the Gervėčiai region. Animals could 

become sick from the word or glance of a stranger passing by 

— any person who was not part of the community. Maybe this 

is why even today the praise of any stranger causes worry and 

distrust among the people. Praise, the evil eye or even 

photographing can make a piglet sick or it might stop 

growing or disappear (bitės išsiveda — “taken away by the 

bees”). People were wary of praising even cloth or plants.

 After being in this region for a while you can feel that 

people are disturbed by any open displays of appreciation, as 

well as curiosity, attempts to understand the cause of such 

disturbance. It is easier to share the stories of previous 

generations and see whether they confirm their own 

experiences rather than wonder whether anything has 

changed today. For example newly-born animals are rarely 

shown to curious strangers and this news is not widely shared 

even with neighbours.  

In 2010 an 87 year old woman who had through marriage 

moved from Belarus to a Lithuanian village was willing to 

openly talk about the life of healer. Having never learned to 

speak Lithuanian and raising two sons and a daughter, the old 



woman now lives very poorly at the edge of the village and 

enjoys the company of any visitor. Her father and mother had 

been able to perform verbal charms, but she herself learned 

much later in life, as a sixty year-old. She was able to do 

charms against the evil eye, fear, wind. A healer's lot was not 

easy, but when she decided to no longer heal people and 

animals that same night she dreamed of  mother who warned: 

“Never stop and never refuse, whether they pay you or not, 

always perform the charm.” Her father had even given her the 

gift of verbal charms through a dream... 

Although it was not possible to tell another person the 

words of a verbal charm, she gladly shared the secret of how 

verbal charms worked: one had to pray and God would help. 

It is most important for the person who was to be charmed to 

believe in God — she would always first ask whether they 

were believers. 

It used to be that she would go to the church located five 

kilometres away, but now she is no longer able to, so the priest 

told her to pray at home, since she has a prayer book and 

rosary. When her neighbours would go to church she was 

already praying and when they returned — she would still be 

praying...

Both people and animals had been healed by her. It used to 

be people would visit daily, two or three cars of people, 

doctors would send people to her even from Astravas (the 

district centre), but now almost no one comes. Ever her 

neighbours no longer visit. 

One day a neighbour had been carrying fresh milk and after 

another neighbour had looked at her, the next day there 

wasn't even a drop. So she said a charm against the evil eye 

and it must have worked, since the neighbour never returned. 

But mostly she would heal people of fright. In another 

village we heard a story of how Marija Laurinavičienė had 

healed a sick child. 

My son had been four years old. Something happened, I don't 

know what. He couldn't stand, hold up his head. I took him to see 

doctors, but no one could find what was wrong. Then they told me to 

go to Gėliūnai. So I went to that old woman. She charmed some water 

for me a piece of sugar. It helped. [What kind of water did you bring?] 

Just water from home, regular water, and I brought the sugar as well. 

[Did you tell her what happened to your child?] I didn't know what 

was wrong. She said maybe it had been fear. Children can be 

frightened by many things. (Janina Trepšienė, b. 1931, 

Rimdžiūnai) 

People would also bring to Marija their animals. She used to 

not charm horses, but when the horses of the women who 

transported milk became frightened of automobiles, she 

washed them with charmed water, gave them some to drink 



and it helped — they were no longer afraid. When healing an 

animal it was enough for the healer to know their colour.

Mostly animals would suffer from the evil eye, because 

people had become jealous, this is what the old woman 

believed. They have nothing themselves anymore so they look 

now at other horses and cows —it was hard to avoid this. 

Her neighbour's husband also had the evil eye — whenever 

he would look at piglets or a calf, they would die. He knew 

this would happen, so when the animals would be giving 

birth he would avoid the barn so that he wouldn't affect them. 

It wasn't his fault that his eyes were like that...

Now she wants God to take her, as she can't even go to 

Vilnius to visit her granddaughter — the bus driver is afraid to 

give her a ride, in case she would die along the way...



Healer Marija Laurinavičienė by her home in Gėliūnai village. 2010
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When one is lonely, every guest brings joy. Gėliūnai, 2010
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Burdock leaves heal head and leg pains. Gėliūnai, 2010
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Banks of the Ašmena. 2010
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Both words and prayer can heal. Gėliūnai, 2010
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Woods next to the village of Gėliūnai.2010
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Pukštai piglets in the pen. Rimdžiūnai, 2010 In the home of Bronė Kuckienė. Girios, 2010
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In a dream mother forbid quitting healing or taking any payment. 
Gėliūnai, 2010
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